ABSTRACT Structured-light vision (SLV) is a standard approach for inspecting rail wear. However, it is incompetent for dynamic inspection due to the random vibrations in the line laser projector. In this paper, a three-step distortion rectifying method is introduced to address this issue. Given an image with two rail profile stripes, the first step involves parallelity constraint-based establishment of an auxiliary plane whose normal vector is parallel with the rail longitudinal axis. The establishment is only dependent on the intrinsic camera parameters, which improves the robustness of the auxiliary plane to the random vibrations in the line laser projector. In step two, this auxiliary plane is utilized for the autonomous calibration of the line structured lights. The proposed self-calibration is achieved by minimizing the point set mapping errors on triple matching primitives such as rail jaw, railhead inner, and rail foot and requires only two laser stripes. After these two steps, two rail profiles are reconstructed from the double-line SLV without known poses, and the distorted one is projected onto the auxiliary plane for distortion rectifying. It is able to deliver more precise rectifying than the parallel-line SLV and cross-line SLV, even if the inspecting task is performed dynamically. With the comprehensive experiments, we test our scheme and compare it with the related methods. The experimental results verify that the proposed method outperforms the previous works in terms of the accuracy and robustness for the dynamic wear inspection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the accurate and effective track inspection is becoming a periodical and crucial task for avoiding risks and preventing accidents [1] , [2] . Rail wear measurement plays a critical role in track quality inspection, whose results show the rail section geometry in a straightforward way and provide the reliable and scientific guidance for the maintenance on the track quality [3] .
Structured-light vision (SLV) is a classic non-contact technique (NCT) for the rail wear inspection [4] , [5] , which owns a number of advantages such as flexibility, lower cost, and convenience in feature matching. SLV mainly comprises an area-array camera and a line laser projector [6] , [7] . Through the calibration of the camera and projector [8] , [9] , the extraction of light stripeïĳŇ and the coordinate transformation from the image coordinate frame to the world coordinate frame, section wear is able to be calculated. And in general, SLV is hung from the bottom of the rail maintaining train to inspect the wear dynamically. Herein, dynamic inspection is defined as the real-time detection during train operation. While the train is moving, since SLV system and the rail are independent with each other, it is difficult to ensure the verticality between the light plane and the rail longitudinal axis (or the motion direction), especially in the vibration condition. This induces that the measured profile is stretched along the rail longitudinal axis or the transversal direction, i.e., the affine distortion is produced [10] , which is the main cause for poor inspection precision in rail wear. To rectify the distorted profile and improve the accuracy, various methods have been put forward, such as orthogonal decompositionbased vibration coupling and decoupling [11] , [12] , non-rigid ICP registration [13] , [14] , affine transformation model [10] , [15] , [16] , measuring coordinate frame redefinition [17] , and deviation rectifying using multi-line SLV [18] - [20] .
Liu et al. [10] focus on the recognizing and rectifying for the affine rail profile. We discuss the differences between the normal profile and the affine one, and propose a valid similarity measuring scheme named point set mapping (PSM) to quantify the curve similarity on triple mapping primitives. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) is also employed for enhancing the similarity. Another method of ours [17] aims to define the most reliable measuring coordinate frame, which is achieved by estimating the Euler angles from the world coordinate frame to the defined measuring one. The distorted profile is rectified by projecting onto the plane x-y of the reliable measuring frame. Convex hull (CH) [16] is one of the affine invariant features and can be used to establish correspondences between the normal rail profile and the affine one. Then, the affine transformation parameters are estimated by use of four correspondences at least, and the profile rectifying is accomplished via affine inverse conversion. Sun et al. propose to inspect the rail profile via the parallel-line SLV. They obtain several parallel rail profiles and fit their circular arcs on rail waist. The intersections of each arcs are utilized to find the track longitudinal axis. The motion deviation is rectified by projecting the distorted profile onto an auxiliary plane which is perpendicular to the rail longitudinal axis. The recent work proposed in [20] puts forward a novel selfcalibration technique used to calibrate the line light planes by itself. Based on the self-calibrated light planes and SLV model, three measuring rail profiles are reconstructed and projected for rectifying.
However, some shortcomings still exist in the above methods. The correspondences established via CH may suffer from the impact of the noise on the measured profile, such as the withdrawn points and missing points. The parallelline SLV based scheme neglects the fact that the circular arcs on rail waist become ellipse arcs for the distorted profile, which will mislead the fitting of circular centers. Besides, the required parallel lights may be unavailable because of the assembling deviation. Therefore, both of the rectifying methods respectively based on CH and parallel-line SLV are imprecise. Furthermore, in previous work, PSM is only explored and used on the setup comprising a 2D laser displacement senor, which is expensive and with high-cost compared with SLV system. Last but not the least, the method of measuring coordinate frame redefinition adopts the off-line calibration which is sensitive to the vibrations caused by dynamic inspection. Although the on-line self-calibration in [20] is an innovative solution, two preconditions that three light planes are available at least and one of the light planes needs to be calibrated off-line limit its flexibility. These shortcomings motivate the work in this paper.
In this work, a three-step method including auxiliary plane establishment, self-calibration and projecting is studied for the rail wear dynamic inspection using the double-line SLV. Compared with the previous work in [10] , this method is explored and used on the cheaper SLV system. Furthermore, the presented self-calibration is more robust than that employed in [17] with respect to the vibrations caused by dynamic inspection. Our contributions are summarized below.
1) An artful approach of fitting the rail longitudinal axis and establishing the auxiliary plane whose normal vector is parallel with the rail longitudinal axis is developed. In this step, the intrinsic camera parameters are required only, which improves the robustness of our fitting and establishing to the random vibrations in the line laser projector. 2) Utilizing the auxiliary plane, a thorough selfcalibration of the multi-line structured-light is explored to autonomously calculate the light plane parameters in real time. It requires only two laser stripes and is able to free from the two preconditions mentioned above, superior to the self-calibration in [20] . The core idea of this step is to minimize the PSM differences between a projecting profile and standard one. 3) On basis of the thorough self-calibration, we propose to intersect the rail utilizing the double-line SLV without known poses, which is greater than the parallel-line SLV [18] and cross-line SLV [21] , [22] in terms of the robustness to assembling deviation and pose variation. In step three, the profile projecting is implemented for distortion rectifying. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes double-line SLV model. Section III presents our method in detail. Section IV provides the experiments. Section V reports the conclusion.
II. DOUBLE-LINE SLV MODEL
In our case, two light planes with unknown relative pose intersect the rail, and respectively form two laser stripes synchronously captured by the camera. Utilizing the recognition and extraction of the laser stripe center from real images [23] , [24] , the image pixel coordinates of the measured profile can be calculated. According to the SLV model shown in Fig. 1 , the image pixel coordinate can be easily transformed to the corresponding one in camera coordinate frame and world coordinate frame [25] , [26] . The transformation between a stripe point p = (u, v)
T and its corresponding point P = (x w , y w , z w )
T from 3D space can 36144 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Flowchart of our three-step distortion rectifying. The first step involves parallelity constraint-based establishment of an auxiliary plane whose normal vector is parallel with the rail longitudinal axis. This plane is utilized in step two to calibrate autonomously the line structured-lights. In step three, we reconstruct the rail profile and project the distorted one onto the auxiliary plane for distortion rectifying. See text for details. where matrix A represents the camera intrinsic parameters, matrix [r x r y r z ] and vector t denote the camera extrinsic parameters. These parameters are calibrated offline by use of the strategy in [27] . From (1), we have
Vector
T is defined as the normalized coordinates, where (x c , y c , z c )
T denotes the coordinates in camera coordinate frame. Taking one of the light planes into account, its pose is expressed as
From (2) to (3), we have
where U = (u − c x )/f x and V = v − c y /f y . Parameters (A B C) are the unknown variables needed to be evaluated by self-calibration.
III. THREE-STEP DISTORTION RECTIFYING
Since the dynamic inspection, there are heading and pitching vibrations [17] in the laser projector. These vibrations lead to that the laser light plane may not be perpendicular to the rail longitudinal axis. Then, the measured profile is stretched along the rail longitudinal axis or the transversal direction, i.e., the distorted profile is produced. This is the main cause for poor dynamic inspection precision in rail wear.
Provided an image containing two rail profile stripes, the proposed method aims to reconstruct the 3D rail profile and rectify the distorted one induced by heading and pitching vibrations. It involves three main steps: 1) establishment of an auxiliary plane; 2) self-calibration of line structured-lights; and 3) reconstruction and projecting, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . First, we find the image coordinates of four feature points. i.e., rail jaw and rail corner via feature detection [28] . Since the intrinsic camera parameters have been calibrated beforehand, four camera rays passing through these points can be computed. Note that all the rays intersect in the camera center, and two planes can be determined from two rays respectively attached to the rail jaws and rail corners. According to the parallelity constraint, the intersecting line of these planes would be considered as the rail longitudinal axis. So, its direction vector can be employed as the normal vector of an auxiliary plane whose normal vector is parallel with the rail longitudinal axis. Let the auxiliary plane pass through the camera center, we can uniquely establish the one we need. Next, pre-reconstruction of the rail profile is performed using the initialization of the light plane parameters and the SLV model. The 3D profile is then projected onto the auxiliary plane, yielding a projecting profile. Due to the deviation on the light plane parameters, the projecting profile would be different from the standard one in term of the size and shape. To analyze the difference quantitatively, a curve similarity measurement method is employed. As demonstrated in [10] , our previously proposed PSM is highly robust and efficient. Therefore, PSM is selected as the curve similarity measurement in this paper. Based on the PSM constructed from the standard profile to the projecting one on the triple matching primitives, the self-calibration is achieved by minimizing the PSM difference via PSO. Consequently, the true rail profile can be reconstructed using the calibrated line structuredlights and projected onto the auxiliary plane for the distortion rectifying. Aligning the rectified profile with the standard one, the accurate inspection of rail wear would be achieved.
A. STEP ONE: ESTABLISHMENT OF AUXILIARY PLANE
To establish the projecting auxiliary plane, the rail longitudinal axis must be fitted. Note that it is hard to accomplish this objective from the single-line SLV [18] . That is why the double-line SLV is adopted as the gauge in our setup. As implied in [18] , the direction vector of the straight line formed by several waist breakpoints can be deemed to the rail longitudinal direction. However, these points cannot be reconstructed until the corresponding light planes are calibrate correctly. Establishment of the auxiliary plane from these straight lines is infeasible for us.
In step one, a parallelity constraint-based establishment of the auxiliary plane is introduced, which requires for the intrinsic camera parameters only. The establishment is partially based on the following parallelity constraint: two parallel lines respectively located on two nonparallel planes must be parallel with the intersecting line of planes, and vice versa. In our case shown in Fig. 3 , line segments P 1 j P 2 j and P 1 c P 2 c can be referred as the parallel lines, and triangles P 1 j P 2 j O c and P 1 c P 2 c O c would determine two nonparallel planes respectively. Herein, points P i j and P i c respectively represent the rail jaws and rail corners on light planes i = 1, 2, and point O c represents the camera center. As long as we can obtain four camera rays respectively passing though points P 1 j , P 2 j , P 1 c and P 2 c , two nonparallel planes we need would be found. Herein, the camera ray is defined as the path the light measured by every pixel travels along. By this definition, the intrinsic camera parameters essentially refer to the mapping between pixels and the associated camera rays.
In the implementation, the corner points are firstly extracted via Harris corner detection algorithm [29] . In order to pick out rail jaws and rail corners from these points, an easy solution is introduced and presented as follows. Using corner points as the center, several circles are formed with a radius of 70 pixels. If there are laser stripes both within the upper semicircle and within the lower one, the corresponding center will be identified as the rail corner. If there is one laser stripe only within the upper semicircle, the corresponding center will be identified as the rail jaw. Specifically, let p i j = u i j , v i j be the pixel coordinates of the rail jaw detected from stripe i, and its associated spatial point is given by the homogeneous coordinates
Note that the equations
represent the parametric equations of two planes, respectively. Their solution is therefore the parametric equation of the intersecting line of these two planes, i.e., the camera ray passing through the rail jaw P i j . The camera rays passing through the rail foot corner P i c would be computed in the same way. Utilizing the camera rays, two nonparallel planes respectively passing the parallel line segments P 1 j P 2 j and P 1 c P 2 c can be determined. From the parallelity constraint, it is clear that the rail longitudinal axis can be referred as the intersecting line of the two nonparallel planes. Once the fitting of rail longitudinal axis has been completed, its direction vector will be employed as the normal vector of the auxiliary plane. Since the camera center is the only one point we can determine at present, the auxiliary plane we need will be denoted as expression (6) where vector l x , l y , l z is the direction vector of the rail longitudinal axis.
The purpose of above efforts is to establish the most reliable auxiliary plane for the following two steps. Owing to the parallelity constraint on the feature points of different rail profiles, the proposed establishment is realized by computing four camera rays and the intersecting line, which only relies on the intrinsic camera parameters. Compared with the auxiliary plane in [18] , ours owns more robustness and flexibility. In short, step one plays an important role providing the foundation for steps two and three.
B. STEP TWO: SELF-CALIBRATION OF LINE STRUCTURED-LIGHT
From (4), we learn that the equation of light plane is indispensable for the reconstructing of rail profile from single image. Essentially, the work of calibration for the line structured-light makes efforts to calculate this equation. Most of the existing methods belong to the off-line calibration which depends either on the precise template or on the correspondence from binocular vision. Unfortunately, the assembling deviation and vibrations in projector would lead to varying in the relative poses of light planes with respect to the camera [30] . That is to say, the off-line calibration is not fit to our case because of the real-time and dynamic inspection. Although the on-line self-calibration in [20] is an innovative solution, two preconditions that three light planes are available at least and one of the light planes needs to be calibrated offline limit its flexibility. Hence, an improved and thorough self-calibration is presented in this subsection.
1) PRE-ALIGNMENT OF PROJECTING PROFILE
Given the auxiliary plane obtained from step one, we first project the rail profile reconstructed by (4) onto it, and yield a projecting profile. If the parameters of the light plane used in (4) are ground-truth, the projecting profile will be same exactly with the standard one on the unworn areas. Otherwise, it would be different from the standard one in term of the size and shape. This can be utilized for the determination of the light plane parameters. In order to analyze their difference, it is needed to preliminarily align the projecting profile with the standard one. In the implementation, the double circle segment (DCS) method [10] is employed for the prealignment. Compared with the registration and alignment based on sparse ICP [31] , our DCS owns some advantages such as simpleness and easiness which are important for the dynamic inspection. Let P 
where θ is the rotated angle, and T x and T y are the translation offsets. By fitting the centers of big and small circle segments on rail waist, DCS establishes two correspondences and estimates the transformation parameters θ, T x and T y . After obtaining these parameters, the projecting profile is preliminarily aligned with the standard one using expression (7) . Two examples of pre-alignment are shown in Fig. 4 , where projecting profiles 1 and 2 are generated with erroneous and true light plane parameters, respectively. Note that the abbreviation Dis. denotes the directional Hausdorff distance from the measured profile to the standard one. From the magnified version of rail jaw, rail head inner and rail foot exhibited in Fig. 4 , it would be found that the projecting profile 2 matches well with the standard one on rail jaw, rail head and rail foot. On the contrary, projecting profile 1 VOLUME 6, 2018 is different from the standard one on these unworn regions, especially on the rail jaw and rail head inner. Hence, these three primitives including rail jaw, rail head inner and rail foot are selected for serving as the triple matching primitives. The quantitative errors on them are directly governed by the light plane parameters.
2) QUANTIFICATION OF MATCHING ERRORS WITH PSM
In this subsection, the quantification of the matching errors on the triple primitives is introduced. A similarity quantization method named PSM is employed in the implementation, which owns higher robustness and efficiency than the Hausdorff distance [10] denotes the horizontal coordinate of the response point on the projecting profile. Then, the matching error on the rail head inner is calculated as follows
where N h is the quantity of mapping points on rail head. In the same way, the mapping error on the rail foot could be denoted as
where N f is the quantity of mapping points on the rail foot, coordinates x s f ,k and x r f ,k refer to the horizontal coordinate of the kth mapping point of the standard profile on rail foot and the response point on the projecting profile, respectively. Note that the rail jaw of projecting profile is a feature point which has been detected in step one. Moreover, the standard profile is referred as the rail model, which already provides the accurate location of rail jaw. The interpolation operation of PSM is therefore not required for quantification of the matching error on rail jaw. It is thus computed as expression (10), where points B p and B s are the rail jaw from the projecting profile and the standard one, respectively.
By observing Fig. 4 (a) again, it is clear that the matching errors are mainly located on the rail head and rail jaw. Hence, the larger weight coefficient is assigned to these primitives, i.e., setting ω B = 0.5, ω H = 0.3 and ω F = 0.2. The global matching error is fitness = ω H fitness H + ω F fitness F + ω B fitness B . (11)
3) MINIMIZATION OF GLOBAL MATCHING ERROR
The work of self-calibration of the structured-light minimizes the global matching error via particle swarm optimization (PSO) [32] , [33] . For the light plane i, we construct the position vector
for each particle, and coarsely initialize the N particles by analyzing the relative pose and position between the light plane and camera. Note that the upper limit of the floating for each element is set as half of the initial value. The global matching error in (11) is acted as the fitness. In each iteration, the particle calculates the current fitness, and compares it with the previous iteration. According to the comparison, the particle records the best position and yields the best-personal and best-swarm particle denoted as
respectively. On basis of the P i n and G i , the velocity and position are updated iteratively for the optimization of the swarm. These procedures could be expressed as
where ω is the inertia weight. c 1 and c 2 are the accelerating factor. r 1 and r 2 are weight factor whose ranges are set as [0, 1] . k represents the current iteration number. As long as it reaches the preset value or the current fitness is smaller the threshold value, the circulation will stop and output the optimal position vector.
C. STEP THREE: RECONSTRUCTION AND PROJECTING
In step three, we reconstruct the measured rail profiles employing the position vector obtained in step two as the final light plane parameters from (4), and project them onto the auxiliary plane established in step one. No matter whether there is random vibration in the lase projector, the projecting is able to yield a rectified and useful rail profile either from the normal profile or from the distorted one. These works are therefore simple and effective. Figure 5 exhibits a case visual showing the rectifying process. In Fig. 5(a) , neither the rail head inner nor the rail foot of the distorted profiles shows any overlap with the standard one, which is caused by the random vibration. The rectified profile is given in Fig. 5(b) . Except for the worn head, the rectified profile is aligned well with the standard one, which verifies the validity of the projecting.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, comprehensive experiments are presented for the evaluation of our method. Firstly, the performance of step two, self-calibration, was assessed for different rail types and poses. Then, the rectifying presented in step three was compared with the previous works, whose validity and repeatability have been tested as well. Finally, we discussed the calculated load.
A. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT ON SELF-CALIBRATION 1) ASSESSMENT WITH TWO RAIL TYPES
In this assessment, type 60 and type 50, two kinds of rail widely used in china, were served as the test object to assess the effectiveness and adaptability of the proposed calibration scheme. The type m means the weight of rail with length of one meter is m kilogram. Respectively, 50 scene images were repeatedly taken from two rail specimens. As shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the light planes 1 and 2 intersect the rail yielding the stripes 1 and 2. According to step two in subsection III-B, we calculated their parameters with respect to the camera coordinate frame, which are then compared against these determined by 1D target-based calibration, a well-established approach proposed in [34] . Table I lists their calibration results. Table 1 exhibits that all the parameters obtained neither on type 60 nor 50 show any significant deviation with those obtained by Wei et al. [34] , from which we can verify the feasibility of the presented self-calibration on various types of rail. Furthermore, the average time of our procedure is nearly half of this needed by 1D target-based calibration. It means the computational speed of ours is faster. The 1D target-based calibration based on the nonlinear optimization requires complex iterations, and depends on a precise gauge with three feature points. By contrast, our on-line self-calibration profits from the parallelity characteristic of rail and PSM, and needs only one image with two stripes. Clearly, this scheme owns so attractive merit such as flexibility and practicality that it exhibits more fitness for the dynamic inspection.
To make further investigation on the accuracy of the parameters in Table 1 , a steel cylinder whose cross-sectional diameter is 65 ± 0.01 millimeters was utilized in regards to this assessment, as demonstrated in Fig. 6(c) . Its cross profile and diameter were fitted using the calibrated doubleline SLV. Twenty fitted diameters at several positions were calculated, and their statistics such as root mean squared error (RMSE) [35] , [36] is analyzed and compared. Specifically, RMSE from the setup calibrated by Wei et al. [34] is 0.064 mm. Relatively, Ours are relatively lower, at 0.055 and 0.060 mm, respectively.
2) ASSESSMENT WITH DIFFERENT POSTURES
Relative postures of double-line structured-light employed above are constant. In this subsection, a series of double-line structured-lights with three different postures were adopted VOLUME 6, 2018 in the performance assessment. Again, we analyzed the selfcalibration accuracy from RMSE. Specifically, the RMSE of twenty fitted diameters with poses 1, 2 and 3 are respectively 0.054, 0.056 and 0.060 mm. All of them are superior to 0.064 mm acquired by Wei et al. [34] . These comparisons and inspection results indicate the ideal result of our on-line self-calibration scheme.
B. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT ON DISTORTION RECTIFYING
The main purpose in our article is to exploit an effective distortion rectifying scheme for the dynamic inspection of track wear from double-line SLV. The performance of our distortion rectifying method was assessed by a series of actual experiments. In these experiments, the horizontal and vertical wears are taken as the assessment criterion. Referring to the railway maintenance rules, the wear on the position far from the top of rail by 16 mm is referred as to the horizontal wear, and the wear on the position locating at the one third width of rail head surface is referred as to the vertical wear. By analyzing the deviations on the corresponding places from the inspected rail profile to the standard one, two kinds of wear are calculated, respectively. Similar to subsection IV-A, assessment with two different rails was performed. Herein, ten distorted profiles were taken respectively from different locations of the type 60 and type 50 rails, and were aligned with the standard profile to calculate rail wear. Their true values were obtained manually by rail slide gauge. For comparison, the convex hull (CH) [16] and the procedure presented in [18] were employed as the other way to inspect wear. The RMSE and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) with respect to the true value were analyzed, and listed in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. Note that abbreviations Vw and Hw denote the vertical wear and horizontal wear, respectively.
In Table 2 , it can be found that the rail wears inspected by the proposed method are the nearest ones to the true value.
Superior to the data acquired by CH and Sun, the RMSE of Vw and Hw generated from our scheme decline to 0.112 and 0.087 mm, respectively. Moreover, their MAPE are small as well, respectively at 6.40% and 26.01%. From Table 3 , the similar superiority would also be seen due to the commendable RMSE and MAPE, which indicates the excellent performance of our method on type 50 rail. Hence, the proposed distortion rectifying would be available for various rail types, given that there are two parallel lines detected from the waist and foot of rail track.
The excellent performance of our rectifying can be comprehended from several influencing factors.
Firstly, profiting from parallelity constraint, the auxiliary projecting plane is established accurately utilizing the intrinsic camera parameters. It is therefore stabilized and robust to the dynamic behaviors on the light planes. Compared to the projecting plane established in [18] , which is based on the offline calibrated parallel-line SLV, ours owns a higher reliability.
Secondly, provided the reliable auxiliary plane and PSM, the parameters of light planes are calculated autonomously via the proposed self-calibration procedure. They are also very robust with respect to the assembling deviation and vibrancy in laser projectors, which guarantees the correct reconstruction of the rail profile.
Thirdly, CH based distortion rectifying [16] concentrates on the establishment of the corresponding points from the distorted profile to standard one. Yet, the quantity and the distribution of their points is distinguishing, which may lead to the unreliable correspondences. Our distortion rectifying based on the coordinate projecting does not depend on the standard profile, it owns accuracy superior to CH as a result.
C. REPEATABILITY TEST OF WEAR INSPECTION 1) STATIC REPEATABILITY TEST
The static repeatability reflects the consistency of repetitive inspections on one measuring position. Herein, we randomly To further state the static repeatability, we calculated repeatability error statistics of inspected wears in each position and reported the quantitative analysis as listed in Table 4 . The symbols D v and D h represent the standard deviations of inspected wears. For different positions, all of them are small enough, achieving minor repeatability errors no more than 0.02 mm. These analyses also confirm the good stability of our method.
2) DYNAMIC REPEATABILITY TEST
As stated in [10] , the inspected rail profile would suffer from different equal-scale stretches as the light plane intersects the rail at different angles. Dynamic repeatability means the inspection consistency for diverse equal-scale stretches on the distorted profile. It is tested by three inspection experiments, for which light plane 1 was adjusted for different intersection angles with the rail. We inspected the wear every one meter along a type 60 rail for 50 meters. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . Clearly, the wear curves exhibit the similar tendency in spite of the different equal-scale stretches, and are basically in line with each others within a same inspection interval. The survey results indicate that the proposed procedure owns high repeatability even if there are distortions in different degrees on the measured profiles.
Again, the repeatability error was reported to evaluate the dynamic repeatability quantitatively. Table 5 lists the repeatability error statistics of inspected wears for the diverse angles, where symbols M v and M h respectively represent the averages of standard deviations on the inspected Vw and Hw. Clearly, both of them are small enough, achieving minor repeatability errors no more than 0.03 mm. The above data manifest the strong stability and repeatability with respect to the different profiles distorted in different degrees. From Fig. 8 and Table 5 , we are aware of that our scheme possesses desired dynamic repeatability, which can be explained by two following facts.
First, combining the previously calibrated camera parameters, the proposed on-line self-calibration of the doubleline SLV ensures the accurate reconstruction of the inspected rail profile. It is therefore immune to the variation in the pose of the camera and projector.
Second, the projecting based distortion rectifying is also not subject to the degree of the distortion, which further promotes our repeatability and stability.
D. ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATIONAL LOAD
On the basis of the procedure, we analyze the computational load for the three steps, i.e., establishment of the auxiliary plane, self-calibration of the structured-light and projecting. In step one, the auxiliary plane is established from one image with two stripes of the rail profile. The time complexity is O (1). There are two parts in step two. First, the rail profile is reconstructed using SLV model, and is projected onto the auxiliary projecting plane. Their time complexity is O (n) in total. Then, the PSM errors of triple matching primitives are calculated and minimized by PSO. Its time complexity is O (n × N × G). Here, n denotes the quantity of the mapping primitives. Variables N and G are number of times for iteration and the number of particles for one swarm, respectively. Accordingly, time complexity in step two is O (n × N × G). In step three, the reconstructed profile is projected onto the established auxiliary plane for the distortion rectifying, whose time complexity is O (n). Overall, our time complexity would be analyzed as (O (1) + O (n × N × G) + O (n)), and is equivalent to O (n × N × G).
Furthermore, a timing experiment was also performed to test the mean time consuming for the wear inspection. The program was run on 100 inspecting images, which contain 200 distorted profiles in all. The mean temporal demand on once inspection is approximately 175 ms. According to the rail maintenance rule, the interval for each wear inspections is commonly defined to 0.25 m. Consequently, it is able to be deduced that our mean inspection speed is about 5.14 km/h, which is faster than the maximum velocity of the rail maintenance vehicle.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a valid rail wear inspection technique used in the SLV system is proposed to handle the distorted profile caused by the dynamic behaviors. It mainly involves three steps: establishment of an auxiliary plane, on-line selfcalibration, and projecting rectifying. The proposed procedure was evaluated by a set of experiments. As a key step, the self-calibration has been assessed with different rail types and structured-light poses. The results of performance assessment and comparison indicate that it performs as well as the target-based calibration even when the additional calibration gauge is unavailable. The proposed rectifying method was also assessed by comparing against other well-established schemes, and its repeatability and computational load were investigated. The survey results show that our method performs significantly better in regards to the dynamic inspection of rail wear, and owns high static repeatability together with dynamic repeatability. At the same time, this method is able to meet the speed requirement by the rail maintenance vehicle. CHAO 
